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Wallco will be joining in the
celebration of our National Day
this year with our newest wall &
floor texture coating collection,
RACAEDO.

PG. 2
Discover the mysterious charm of
RACAEDO, our latest seamless
Granite texture coating system.
She is undoubtedly one tough
beauty with a classic outer
appearance combined with a
sturdy and robust inner structure.

BRING IT ON, AUGUST!
With National Day just round the corner, it’s the time of
the year again where we get to relish the patriotic view of
the Lion City’s red and white flags soaring proudly in the
blue sky above our heads. While there may be some
disappointment when the postponement of the National
Day Parade (NDP) 2021 due to the latest Covid-19
restrictions was announced, this has also become yet
another rallying call for us to stay resilient in tiding
through this tough time together as One People, One
Nation, One Singapore.
This remarkable resilience and unity upheld by our fellow
Singaporeans have also become a much-needed
motivation that continues to keep Wallco going amidst
this pandemic. Yes, we will go on.
Hence, this August is going to be an exciting and joyous
month not only because we will be celebrating the 56th
year of our nation’s independence, but also because
Wallco will be launching our newest wall & floor texture
coating collection, RACAEDO.
Read on to find out more!
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Seamless Granite
“As elegant as Swan, as tough as Diamond” is only a subtle way to delineate the alluring and
mystical charm of our newest collection, RACAEDO.
Simulating the Granite effect, RACAEDO is a composite of crushed Granite stones and
modern resin. This bonding of real Granite particles forms a monolithic and coherent
structure that creates a natural matt effect just like any other real Granite.
So why choose RACAEDO over the usual Granite stones? While “joint lines” have always
been a common problem when you use Granite for your countertops or floor tiles et cetera,
RACAEDO is able to give you a seamless and even Granite finishing. No matter the size,
shape or layout of your countertops, wall or floor areas, RACAEDO delivers high quality
Granite finishes with no more visible joint lines, at a competitive rate.
Furthermore, RACAEDO is suitable for application not only on the walls but also on floors,
achieving a seamless and consistent “Wall to Floor” Granite effect. The robust structure of
real Granite particles, combined with a layer of our organic protective top coating, makes our
RACAEDO system resistant to water and durable enough to withstand reasonable abrasions.
Hence, it is an ideal wall and floor coating solution even for high traffic indoor and outdoor
areas such as the showers, balcony, offices, restaurants, hotels, and showrooms et cetera.

Did you
know?
Granite is believed to
have been formed 300
million years ago, making
it the oldest igneous rock
in the world.

RACAEDO also allows for more colour
selection, expanding your choices of
Granite to beyond just variations of
white, gray, and black. So, just pick a
colour from the colour palette and
speak to our team today to discuss how
we can match it to the closest possible.

Contact Us
For more information

Formed deep
underground, Granite is
also referred to as the
“plutonic” rock and is the
main component that
makes up the Earth’s
continental crust. Granite
is also one of the hardest
substances in the world,
second only to Diamonds.
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